VINTAGE FLIGHTS, LLC HOLD HARMLESS
AGREEMENT
This agreement is executed on the _________day of__________/__________ by
(name)__________________________________________________, of
(address)________________________________________________________, City
of_______________________________, State of_______________, Zip______________, herein
referred to as participant.
Phone: (_______)__________________________________.

In consideration of being permitted to participate in an aerial flight aboard an
aircraft operated by VINTAGE FLIGHTS, LLC, FLIGHTS, LLC, their pilots, agents or
others of all liability to PARTICIPANT, his or her spouse, legal representatives,
heirs, assigns, children, or anyone claiming by or through PARTICIPANT, for any
loss, damage, liability, claim, demand, action, cause of action, cost, or damages
resulting therefrom, on account of injury to PARTICIPANT’s, person or property
that occurs while PARTICIPANT is engaged in the aforementioned flight,
including without limitation, injury resulting in the death of the PARTICIPANT,
whether caused by negligence or otherwise.
PARTICIPANT agrees to indemnify and hold harmless VINTAGE FLIGHTS, LLC,
their pilots, agents or others against any loss, damage, claim, liability, demand,
action, cause of action, cost, or damages resulting therefrom that they may
incur due to the presence of PARTICIPANT aboard any one of the aircraft used,
operated or owned by VINTAGE FLIGHTS, LLC, or any of them otherwise.
I have received a through briefing regarding this flight and am aware of the risk
and hazards associated with the aforementioned flight. PARTICIPANT hereby
voluntarily assumes full responsibility of the risk of bodily injury, death, or
property damage due to the negligence of VINTAGE FLIGHTS, LLC, their pilots,
agents, or any of them, or otherwise that occurs while PARTICIPANT is aboard
any one of the aircraft used or owned by VINTAGE FLIGHTS, LLC or participating
in the aforementioned flight.

PARTICIPANT expressly agrees that he/she is in good health and understands
that taking the aforementioned flight is not recommended for those with any
health related issues.
PARTICIPANT expressly agrees that this release, waiver and indemnity
agreement is intended to be as broad and inclusive as permitted by the laws of
the State of Georgia, and that if any portion hereof is held invalid, it is agreed
that the balance shall, notwithstanding, continue in full legal force and effect.
In witness whereof, PARTICIPANT has executed this agreement at
______________________, on the day and year first above written.

(SIGNATURE)

(WITNESS)

AIRCRAFT

FLIGHT TIME

T-6 TEXAN

:20 Minutes

PT-17 STEARMAN

: 30 Minutes
: 45 Minutes
: 60 Minutes

